
1-9 INGREDIENTS 
U Single words, small vocabulary, cognates,  

1 Short phrases, present tense, simple topics 

2 Opinions, intensifiers (very, quite etc), adjectives, 3rd/other 
persons, simple negatives 

3 Paragraphs, connectives, time phrases, frequency (often, 
sometimes etc) & sequencing (first, then, finally), a variety of 
topics, wider vocabulary, more spontaneity/hold short 
conversations 

4 2-3 tenses (some errors), 1st and 3rd person, adverbs 
(fortunately etc), large variety of connectives 

5 3 consistently correct tenses (1st person, 3rd person), complex 
opinion and justification,  unfamiliar topics, correct basic 
grammatical structures  

6 3 consistently correct tenses (all persons), proper future tense, 
inferring meaning and making conclusions, correct  complex 
grammatical structures including complex negatives and object 
pronouns 

7 4+ correct tenses, large varied vocabulary, different register 
(different purposes/audiences), idioms, spontaneous speech 

8 5 accurate tenses, fluency, slang, different accent/regional 
variations 

9 Read for pleasure in the target language.  Listen to target 
language radio.  Use sites like Pinterest and Youtube to extend 
your vocabulary and to perfect your accent.   
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